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PARAMOUNT FARMS OPENS NEW $24 MILLION ALMOND
MANUFACTURING PLANT
New 28,000 Square‐Foot Plant Meets Growing Demand for Processed Almonds With
State‐Of‐The‐Art Processing Enhancements
LOST HILLS, Calif., November 2, 2009 – Paramount Farms, the world’s largest vertically
integrated supplier of pistachios and almonds, today announced the opening of its new
$24 million, 22,800 square‐foot almond manufacturing plant. The facility is designed to
meet the growing demand for manufactured almonds and to comply with today’s
increased food safety regulations.
The new plant features a build‐to‐order design, enabling a larger amount of product to
be produced and shipped out quickly. This capability eliminates the need for storing
product that is not fully processed, as orders are produced, packed, and moved to cold
storage in one seamless flow. The new plant eliminates the use of forklifts or bins,
lowering the likelihood of foreign matter contamination.
“As the largest grower and supplier of almonds in the world, our priority is to deliver to
our customer the best quality product, safely and efficiently,” said Brian Ezell, managing
director, Paramount Farms, almond division. “We spent five years visiting high‐tech
food processing facilities owned by the largest food manufacturers around the world to
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implement their techniques for cleaner, faster processing capabilities, creating a new
industry standard for manufacturing almonds.”
Plant Technology Complies with Increased Food Safety Standards
The almond manufacturing plant’s improved design minimizes contamination. The
concrete structure is built without exposed beams, seams or sub‐walls for durability and
contaminant control while a HEPA air filtration system helps remove potential foreign
airborne particles. Almonds are taken through processing four times, compared to
once in most plants, to remove foreign materials and product defects from shipments.
The product is transferred through the plant on tube conveyers to minimize product
damage and contamination. All processing equipment is stainless‐steel and fully
automated for easy maintenance and clean‐up.

“The investment in this new facility is representative of our confidence in the category
as the demand for almonds as a premium ingredient continues to grow,” said Dominic
Engels, vice president, global marketing, Paramount Farms.

The new facility processes blanched, sliced, slivered and diced almonds as well as
almond meal for use in a variety of consumer products.

About Paramount Farms
Paramount Farms is the world's largest vertically integrated supplier of pistachios and
almonds with more than 70,000 acres of prime pistachio and almond orchards located
in California’s San Joaquin Valley. Paramount Farms’ 30,000 acres of pistachio orchards
are the largest in the Western Hemisphere; and in a state famous for its almonds,
Paramount Farms is California’s largest almond grower, with more than 45,000 acres of
permanent almond orchards. Paramount Farm’s nuts can be found in the produce
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department of grocery stores nationwide sold to consumers under the Wonderful®,
Sunkist® and Everybody’s Nuts™ brand names as well as under private label and in bulk.
For more information on Paramount Farms please visit the Web site at
www.paramountfarms.com.
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